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Bananagrams--anagrams to drive you bananas--consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagram. Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

The Thinker, of course, is more than cute.
It's also a xxxxxx that seems xxxxxx.

Sure he is crazy and loony and yet
The mad xxxxxx is not a xxxxxx.

An element of surprise is in store
When you put xxxxxxx in the xxxxxxx.

Here's a good rule that never should fail:
If you can't get fresh, choose the xxxxxx xxxxxx.

The party crashers brought their cleavers
Which inspired the exodus of xxxxxxx xxxxxxx.

Discouraged? Frazzled? Lost all hope?
Things could be verse. Write a xxx or xxx.

Witch doctor. Buddhist. When the time is ripe
I'1l take a xxxxxx of any xxxxxx.

Are you a bag short? Or two bags shorter?
Whatever your loss, xxxxxx it to the xxxxxx.

Unless you're in the Foreign Legion
Skip the Sahara. XXXXXX the xxxxxxx.

Seven feet two inches long.
But if he can't dunk, he's xxxxx up xxxxx.